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In the author’s paper [ 11, the proof of Proposition 5.2 is erroneous. Specifically, 
the assertion immediately preceding the proposition is false, and the proof of the 
proposition given in [ 1 ] relies on this assertion. The object of this note is to give a 
correct proof of Proposition, 5.2 of [ 11. 
Essentially the same error is made in the subsequent paper [2] of Ja’ Ja’, in the 
proof of Lemma 3.2. We shall also give a correct proof of Lemma 3.2 of [2]. 
Let C be a function that assigns to every positive integer d a non-negative real 
number C(d) and satisfies the following three axioms. 
AXIOM 1. C(l)=O. 
AXIOM 2. C(d) G C(de). 
AXIOM 3. C(d) + C(def) < C(de) + C( df). 
A finite Abelian group G is decomposible into a direct sum of cyclic groups 
GgZ/(d,)@ ..a @Z/(d,), (1) 
where the orders d,, . . . . d, are not in general uniquely determined by G. The 
minimum of C(d, ) + . . . + C(d,) over all such decompositions will be denoted 
N(G). 
For any finite Abelian group G, there is a unique decomposition (1) such that 
d, + 1 1 d, for 1 < s < r - 1. These orders d, , . . . . d, are call the torsion orders of G. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any finite Abelian group G. 
N(G)= C(d,)+ ... + C(d,), 
where d,, . . . . d, are the torsion orders of G. 
Proof. See [l]. 1 
Let G be a finite Abelian group, let F be a subgroup of G, and let H = G/F be the 
corresponding quotient group. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. For any jlzctorization H = G/F of a finite Abelian group G, 
N(H) < N(G) d N(F) + N(H). 
Let p be a prime. A group is a p-group if its order is an integral power of p or, 
equivalently, if the orders of its elements are all integral powers of p (and thus are 
totally ordered by divisibility). 
LEMMA I. Let L be a finite Abelian p-group. Let M = L/K, with K cyclic. Then 
there exist finite Abelian p-groups L’ and M’ = L’fK’, with K’ cyclic, such that 
LzLL*QL’ and MrM*QM’, 
where L* c L is cyclic and M* s M is cyclic of maximum order in M and a quotient 
of L*. 
Proof: Let Ord,(c) denote the order of [ in M. Let e = maxgE M{OrdM([)}. 
Since M is a finite Abelian p-group, an element of order e generates a cyclic direct 
summand of M. 
Since M is a finite Abelian p-group, Ord,(5+~)<max(Ord,(~), Ord,(q)}. 
Thus if B generates M, some element of B has order e. 
Let rc denote the projection of L onto A4. If A generates L, then n(A) generates 
M. Thus, for some t E A, ~(5) has order e in M. Letting A be the set of generators 
of a decomposition of L into a direct sum of cyclic groups yields a cyclic direct 
summand L* of L with M* = n(L*) a cyclic direct summand of maximum order in 
A4 and a quotient of L*. 
Since L* and M* are direct summands of L and A4, respectively, there are groups 
L’ and M# with L = L* @L’ and M = M* 0 M#. It remains to produce groups K 
and M’ = L’IK’ with K’ cyclic, L’ z LfL* and M’ g M/M*. The bulk of the proof 
consists of building up the following commutative diagram with exact rows and 
columns. 
I 1 I 
K-LAM 
In this diagram, the arrow “H” denotes a homomorphism, the arrows “+” 
denote insertions, and the arrow “3” denote surjections. 
Let z be the natural map of L onto M= L/K, and let z* be the restriction of n to 
L*, with kernel K* = Kn L*. Let y be the natural map of K onto K/K*, and let 6 
be the projection of L onto L’ with kernel L*. Finally, let E be the projection of 
M = M* @ M# onto M# with kernel M*. It is easy to check that there are unique 
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homomorphisms cx and fi making the diagram commute, that /l is surjective and 
that Im(cr) = Ker(/?). 
To finish the proof of the lemma, let K’=Ker(/I) and M’= L’/K’. Then 
M’ z B(L’) = M” 2 M/M* and K’ = @(y(K)) is cyclic. 1 
Let K be a finite Abelian group, and let kl,..., k, be its torsion orders. It will be 
convenient to adopt the convention that k, = 1 for all u 2 w + 1. We then have 
k,, 1 1 k, for all positive integers u. This convention will allow us to avoid 
mentioning the index range in many assertions. By Axiom 1, we have 
C(k,)+ ... +C(k,)=C(k,)+ ... + C(k,) for all sufficiently large u, so may also 
avoid mentioning ranges of summation. The convention may also be applied to 
other sequences for which k,, ,I k,. Of course, we may still refer to w as the least 
index such that k,, 1 = 1. 
LEMMA II. Let G be a finite Abelian p-group. Let H = G/F, with F cyclic. Let 
g, , . . . . g, denote the torsion orders of G, let h, , . . . . h, denote the torsion orders of H 
andletf denote the order ofF. Then h,Jg, andfh,...h,Ig,...g,+,. 
Proof. We shall define sequences F,, F, ,..., Go, G,, . . . and H,,, H,, ,,. such that 
H, = G,jFt with F, cyclic for all t 2 0. Set F, = F, G,, = G, and H, = H. Suppose that 
F,, G, and H, have been defined. If F, = G,, set G,*, , = G, and Hf+ i = 1; then set 
F ,+i=l, G,+i=l, and H,+l= 1. Otherwise, take K=F,, L=G,, and M=H, in 
Lemma I. Set G:+ i = L* and Hr+ 1 = M*; then set F,, i = K’, G,, 1 = L’, and 
H - M’. 1+1-- 
Since the direct-sum decomposition of an Abelian p-group into cyclic summands 
is unique (apart from the order of the summands), r is the smallest index such that 
G r+, is trivial, 
GrG:@ ... @G,* 
and, letting g: denote the order of G:, the multiset {g:, . . . . g,* > is equal to the 
multiset {g,, . . . . g,}. Similarly, s is the smallest index such that H,, I is trivial and 
Hr H:@ ... @H,*. 
Furthermore, since Hr is cyclic of maximum order in the direct sum H, of the last 
s - t + 1 summands, the order of Hr is h,. 
Since H: is a quotient of G,*, h, divides g, . * Since h, divides each of the orders 
h I ,..., h,, it divides each of the orders g :, . . . . g:. Since h, divides at least t elements of 
the multiset (g:, . . . . g:}, it divides the tth largest element of this multiset, which is 
g,. This proves the first assertion of the lemma. 
Letting f, denote the order of F,, we see that fh, . ..h.=g: -..g:f,. Since F, is a 
cyclic subgroup of G,, f, divides one of the orders g:+ ,,...,gT of the cyclic direct 
summands of G,. Thus f, divides g,* for some t + 1 < u < r, and fh, a.* h, divides 
g: . . . g:g,*. Since fh, . . . h, divides the product of t + 1 elements of the multiset 
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{g:, **., g,*}, it divides the product of the t + 1 largest elements of this multiset, 
which is g, . ..g.+,. This proves the second assertion. 1 
LEMMA III. Lemma II applies even $ the finite Abelian group G is not a p-group. 
Proof: If K is a finite Abelian group, there is a direct-sum decomposition 
K= @ K,, 
into p-groups, where p ranges over the finitely many primes dividing the order of K. 
If k i, . . . . k, are the torsion orders of K and if k,, , , . . . . k, wp are the torsion orders of 
K,, then for 1~ v < w we have 
To prove the lemma, we decompose F, G, and H in turn, apply Lemma II for 
each prime p, then multiply the results together. 1 
LEMMA IV. Let G be a finite Abelian group. Let H = G/F with F cyclic. Then 
N(H) < N(G) <N(F) + N(H). 
Proof Let g , , . . . . g, denote the torsion orders of G, let h,, . . . . h, denote the tor- 
sion orders of H, and let f denote the order of F. By Lemma III and Axiom 2, we 
have C(h,) d C( g,). Summing over t > 1, we obtain the first inequality of the lemma. 
For t20, set e,=fh,...h,/g,,..g,. Since h,+,jgf+l, The ratio e,/e,+, is a 
positive integer. Since h, ... h, is eventually IHI, and g, . ..g. is eventually [Cl, e, is 
eventually 1. Thus, e,, e,, . . . is a sequence of positive integers and e,, ,I e,. By 
Lemma III, e, (g,, , , and hence e,, i lg,+ , . Furthermore, e,, ,I h,, 1, since 
h ,+l=e,+~k,+l/e,). BY Axiom 3, we have C(e,+,)+C(g,+,)~C(e,)+C(h,+,). 
Summing over t 2 0, and noting that all terms of the form C(e,+ ,) and C(e,) cancel 
except for C(e,) = C(f) = N(F), we obtain the second assertion. 1 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let fi, . . . . f, denote the torsion orders of F. We 
proceed by induction on q. If q = 0, the proposition is trivial. If q 2 1, let F* be a 
cyclic subgroup of F of order f,, and let F = F/F*. Then 
F* z Z/(fi 1 and F = Z/(fd 0 . . . 0 Z/(f,), 
and F= F* @ F’. Since El is cyclic, we have N(G/F*) 4 N(G) < N(E*) + N(G/F*) 
by Lemma IV. Setting G’ = G/E*, we obtain 
N(G’) d N(G) < N(F*) + N(G’). (2) 
Since F is a direct sum of q - 1 cyclic summands, by inductive hypothesis we have 
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N(G’/F) < N(G’) <N(F) + N(G’/F). Noting that G’/F’ = (G/Fr)/(F/E*) r G/F= 
H, we obtain 
N(H) < N(G’) < N(F) + N(H). (3) 
Combining the left-hand inequalities of (2) and (3) yields the first inequality 
of the proposition. Combining the right-hand inequalities of (2) and (3) and 
noting that N(F*) + N(F) = C(f, ) + C(f2) + . . . + C(f,) = N(F) yields the second 
inequality. 1 
We now turn to Lemma 3.2 of [23. A solvable group G has a chain 
G=G,DG2D ...DG,DG,+l=l, (4) 
where GS/Gs + , z Z/(d,) is cyclic for 1 Q s < r. The orders d, , . . . . d, are not in general 
uniquely determined by G. The minimum of C(d,) + .a. + C(d,) over all such 
chains (4) will be denoted v(G). 
LEMMA 3.2. For any finite Abelian group G, v(G) = N(G). 
Proof. To prove that v(G) < N(G), let d,, . . . . d, be the torsion orders of G. For 
1~ s < r + 1, let G, be the direct sum of the last r + 1 - s summands in (1). Then (4) 
is a chain for G, so v(G) < C(d,) + ... + C(d,) = N(G). 
To prove that N(G) d v(G), we proceed by induction on the length r of an 
optimal chain (4). If r = 1, G z Z/(d) is cyclic, so N(G) < C(d) = v(G). If r > 2, then 
Z/(d,)r G/G2, so N(G) < C(d,)+N(G,) by Proposition 5.2. Since G2 has an 
optimal chain 
G2D ..- DG,DG,+I= 1 
of length r-l, N(G,)<v(G,)=C(d,)+ .-- + C(d,) by inductive hypothesis. Thus 
N(G)<C(d,)+C(d,)+ -.. +C(d,)=v(G). 1 
The author is indebted to C. R. B. Wright for bringing to his attention the errors 
corrected here and for many helpful comments on earlier versions of this correction. 
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